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TIP SHEETTIP SHEET
EUROPE - 25th February 2021

R1 - CHANTILLY AW | 17:50 | EUR €16,000 |  PRIX DU CARREFOUR LAVERSIN

44 DREAM ACADEMY
Winner two starts back at Deauville All Weather which was followed up with a close second at
Pau All Weather. In the mix here.

66 GALOUBET
Improved over his last few starts to place third last time at Marseille Vivaux. Drops in trip this
time out. Looks suited to contest the main picks. Has claims.

88 TORANCIA
Five-year-old mare who drops in trip since latest outing at Marseille Vivaux when third, nishing
2.5 lengths off the winner. Jumps in weight but should be kept in mind.

11 CHEF OUI CHEF Not the worst in this grade but can be very inconsistent. Unlikely to get the job done here.

99 LILLY BIRD
Poor winning strike rate overall with just two wins from 21 starts, latest was fourteenth over
1300m at this track. Has the ability for this and can run a forward race.

R2 - CHANTILLY AW | 18:20 | EUR €25,000 |  PRIX DE LA GRANDE GLACIERE

1010 TATJANA
Went for a spell after a third place nish on debut at Deauville All Weather over 1900m by one
length. Place chance.

33 ROSE IN BLOOM
Last couple of runs at a mile at this track have produced good results. Been thereabouts and
must be respected.

55 SILVER HORN
Progressive lly resuming today after two runs in her rst campaign, the latest nishing third at
Newcastle All Weather. Has ability and sure to have come on.

44 RUE PAVEE
Open to much improvement after a fair debut when fth over 1600m at this track. Solid debut
and can sneak into the finish.

1111 DARK WAVE
Resuming today after an uninspiring 11th on debut at Clairefontaine before going for a spell.
Looks up against it here and prefer others.

R3 - CHANTILLY AW | 18:50 | EUR €28,000 |  PRIX DU COEUR DES PRINCES

44 BUZZING
Three-year-old colt who made debut over 1600m at Pau All Weather, scoring by 2.5 lengths at
$2.60. Shows ability and looks an each way hope.

22 NUMERO DIX
Handy colt resuming and having rst start as a three-year-old after showing ability last time in
winning at Chantilly. Rates well and looks one of the winning hopes.

33 MYSTERIOUS LAND
Raced well with excuses on debut. Went a little better at Deauville All Weather and then scoring
last start at Deauville All Weather as favourite. Has upside.

11 LONGVILLERS
Promising colt who built on sound debut run with a maiden success last time over 1600m at this
track. Going well and is among the chances.

88 DICTION
Racing well in its ve career starts. Last start posted a nose win over 1600m at this track. Rates
highly in this and expected to be in the finish.

R4 - CHANTILLY AW | 19:20 | EUR €14,000 |  PRIX MESNIL-AUBRY

77 REBEL QUEEN
Doesn't win often and last win was well over a year ago. Latest when a 1.5 lengths fourth over
3200m at this track. Has the ability and can break through on best form.

1313 RUDEVENT
Latest ran in third over 3200m at this track, rarely winning with just one success from 17 starts.
Has the ability for this and expected to run well.

1010 DREAM IN NORMANDY
Had a streak of wins broken last time out when fth at this track. Rates well and is running
lighter.

33 CUTTY PIE
Fair effort when fth at this track last start when unwanted in the market. Has to have place
claims if she can reproduce that form again. One to keep in mind.

1616 SUN DE L'ORME
Handy gelding racing in good form, nished mid eld last time when sixth but beaten only 2.5
lengths over 3200m. Has ability and can measure up on best form.
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R5 - CHANTILLY AW | 19:50 | EUR €18,000 |  PRIX DE LA FONTAINE SAINT-GERVAIS

1010 IDEAL KING
Has been closing in on a win, hitting the frame for the rst time latest at this track. Heading in
the right direction. Don't underestimate.

22 SUMATRAN TIGER
Good effort when second at Pornichet over 2100m last start at big odds. That performance puts
her into calculations here. Apprentice engaged. Worthy of consideration.

1313 SITUMELEDEMANDAIS
Got into the placings for the first time last start when a 2.5 lengths third over 2100m at this track.
Shows ability but others rate better.

44 BELLA AMARILLA
Had a huge jump in distance to 2600m last start running second by 2.5 lengths at Marseille
Vivaux. Rates fair.

1414 AVEC MENTION
Struggling for form recently and safely held. Last start was a well beaten 7 lengths seventh over
2100m at Pornichet. Overdue to show something but looking to others.

R6 - CHANTILLY AW | 20:25 | EUR €25,000 |  PRIX DU FOUR A TUILE

11 LE NOMADE
Just missed out when beaten 0.6 lengths third at this track over 1900m in most recent effort. Will
take catching.

55 WILKIE
Showed decent improvement at second career start, recording a placing over 1800m at this
track. Not far away latest and could sneak into the finish.

33 DEAL IS DONE
Fair debut over 1900m at this track when unplaced but beaten only one length in fourth place.
Has upside and can measure up with further improvement.

77 GORDIAN
Solid effort last start showing good ability. Up in the weights now but still appeals as well treated
and should take plenty from that run. Contender.

99 YORKSEA
Didn't do a great deal on debut and was instantly turned out. May have improved enough to
warrant place consideration.

R7 - CHANTILLY AW | 21:05 | EUR €17,000 |  PRIX DE VILLAINES-SOUS-BOIS

44 CASHFORPASSOVER
Racing in good form making it two wins in a row at Pornichet over 3100m. Current form
suggests will be competitive here.

55 GOLD D'AZE
Last two runs have only been moderate after winning three back at Deauville All Weather.
Prepared to risk him again today.

1414 MY LENNY
Poor winning strike rate overall with just three wins from 40 starts, latest was tenth over 3200m
at this track. Has the ability to be an each way hope.

11 DELSHEER
Returned to form placing third last time out when in the market at this track over 2100m. Unlikely
to beat them all home but may just sneak into the top three.

1010 DARK DREAM
Has not been far away in recent times nishing third at this track two runs back which was
followed with a fourth last start. Goes up in distance here and is worth some thought.

R8 - CHANTILLY AW | 21:35 | EUR €20,000 |  PRIX DE LA FONTAINE D'ORRY

77 SUNKAWAKAN
Continued honest form last time out when placing over 1900m at this track. Racing well and
looks an each way chance here.

88 JUSSIFER
Made it two placings this prep two back at this track over 1600m. Ran fourth at this track by half
a length last start. Major player.

1515 PAPAKURA
Rarely far away but nds it hard to win with just the one career success. Last start was second
over 1900m at this track on February 4. Poor winning record and looks safely held.

1616 BIBI NAYEF
Poor winning strike rate overall with just one win from 11 starts, latest was third over 1900m at
this track. Has the ability for this and expected to run well.

1010 BOURDAIN
Improved sharply last time to break through for maiden win over 1900m at this track. Has upside
and can measure up here.
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R9 - CHANTILLY AW | 22:05 | EUR €20,000 |  PRIX DE JAGNY-SOUS-BOIS

77 ALBIR
Five-year-old entire who drops in trip since latest outing at this track when second, nishing 1.3
lengths off the winner. In the mix.

1010 PLATEADO
Struggling to break through lately, the latest nishing third over 2100m at this track. Rates well
and is worth including in the multiples.

66 RANNAN
Finished fourth last start over 2400m at Cagnes-Sur-Mer All Weather. Rarely wins, with just 4
successes from 48 starts. Happy to overlook.

22 SAINT NICOLAS
Scored after a long drought last time at Cagnes-Sur-Mer All Weather by 1.3 lengths over 2400m.
Last start winner and can measure up here.

11 ALMACADO GREE
Finished mid eld over 2100m at this track last time, 3.5 lengths from the winner. Stretches out
further in journey. Rates an each way hope here.


